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For thls concert, PLOrk will be performing for the first time "in the round." We'll also be performing for the first time above the audience, which 
will hopefully be quite wonderful. Please make yourself comfortable, and feel free to move about quietly. 

On this program, we are sharing a set of brand-new pieces (all PLOrk pieces are brand-new, but these are really brand-new, some completed in 
just the last few days, or even few hours), including a piece by Chris Tignor which processes the broadcasts of airtraffic controllers streaming off 
the internet, a piece by Pauline Oliveros and Zevin PoBin inspired by the work of the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research lab, a piece by 
senior Chris Douthitt, a couple "video game" pieces, and others. These pieces are the result of work done this semester in MUS/COS 414, a 
performance class aimed at exploring the Possibilities of PLOrk. 
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There will short pauses between the compositions for personnel and setup changes. 



The Princeton Laptop Orchestra (FRS175) is: 

Chas Ballew, Oscar Bettison, Betsey Biggs, Cameron Brien, Claudia Carrera, Seth Cluett, Mark Daly, Chris Douthitt, Micheal Early, 
Scott Elmegreen, Alexander Fiorentino, John Fontein, Adam Hollander, Yuhwon Lee, Nathan Michel, Spencer Salazar, Bryan 
Schwenk, Scott Smallwood, Ben Smolen, John Supko, Chris Tignor, Alan Tormey, Dominique Van de Sompel, Ge Wang, Mason 

Williams, Qiuyu Xu 

Instructors: Perry Cook, Dan Trueman, Scott Smallwood, Ge Wang 



C O M P O S E R  B I O G R A P H I E S  

Chrk Do- is a senior music major from Spokane, Washington. His background is in songwriting and rock bands, but the Princeton music 
department has exposed hlm to the broader world of "composition". Come hear his thesis, "Three Songs for Voices, Guitar, Fiddle, and Bass" 
performed this Friday at the Junior/Senior concert In Taplin Auditorium, 8 pm. 

lrthrnlichd makes music in both the classical and rock traditions. Currently a PhD. composition fellow at Princeton University, Nathan has 
also studied at Bowdoin College, Yale University, and in Amsterdam wfth Louis Andriessen. He's received numerous awards for his work 
including a Morton Gould Young Composer Award from ASCAP and a Charles Ives Scholarship from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. 



His music-four full-length albums, singles, and compilation appearances-can be found on such record labels as Sonig, Skipp, Tigerbeate, Tornlab, 
and Mr. Mutt. He was born in Charleston, South Carolina in 1974. 

Pauline Oliveros 
"Through Pauline Oliveros snd Deep Listening I flndly know 
what harmonyis .... It's about the pleasure of making music. " 

John Cage 1989 

Pauline Oliveros, composer, performer and humanitarian is an important pioneer in American Music. Acclaimed internationally, for four decades 
she has explored sound - forging new ground for herself and others. Through improvisation, electronic music, ritual, teaching and meditation she 
has created a body of work with such breadth of vision that it profoundly effects those who experience it and eludes many who try to write about 
it. 

"On some level, music, sound consciousness and reL?@on are all one, 
and she would seem to be very close to that level. " 

John Rockwell 

Oliveros has been honored with awards, grants and concerts internationally. Whether performmg at the John F. Kennedy Center in Waslugton 
D.C., in an underground cavern, or in the studios of West German Radio, Oliveros' commitment to interaction with the moment is unchanged. She 
can make the sound of a sweeping siren into another instrument of the ensemble. Through Deep Listening Pieces and earlier Sonic Meditations 
Oliveros introduced the concept of incorporatug all environmental sounds into musical performance. To make a pleasurable experience of this 
requires focused concentration, skilled musicianship and strong improvisational skills, which are the hallmarks of Oliveros' form. In performance 
Oliveros uses an accordion which has been re-tuned in two different systems of her just intonation in addition to electronics to alter the sound of 
the accordion and to explore the individual characteristics of each room. (Tuning Chart) 

Pauline Oliveros has built a loyal following through her concerts, recordings, publications and musical compositions that she has written for 
soloists and ensembles in muslc, dance, theater and interarts companies. She has also provided leadership within the music community from her 
early years as the first Director of the Center for Contemporary Music (formerly the Tape Music Center at Mills), director of the Center for Music 
Experiment during her 14 year tenure as professor of music at the University of California at San Diego to actmg in an advisory capacity for 
organizations such as The National Endowment for the Arts, The New York State Council for the Arts, and many private foundations. She now 
serves as Distinguished Research Professo? of Music at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Darius Milhaud Composer in Residence at Mills 
College. Oliveros has been vocal about representing the needs of individual artists, about the need for diversity and experimentation in the arts, 
and promoting cooperation and good will among people. 

Zevin Polzin: Composer and Electronic Musician Zevin Polzin is a Sound Technician at Deep Listening Institute, Ltd; and is currently the 
recipient of the 2006 Malcolm S. Morse award, for his work on bringing intelligence to Pauline Oliveros' venerable Expanded Instrument System. 
In his free time, Mr. Polzin enjoys creating emergent musical systems, and manipulating the outcome of random events with his mind. 

Scott Smallwood was born in Dallas, Texas, md grew up at 10,000 feet in elevation in the Colorado Rockies. Currently based in New Jersey, 
Smallwood's work exists in the world of real and abstracted sound textures based on a practice of listening, improvisation, and phonography. 
Ranging between sonic photographs, abstracted studio pieces, improvisations, and composed structures, his work attempts to deal with the puzzle 
of pulling signal out of noise. His work has been released on Autumn Records, Deep Listening, Televaw, Simple Logic, Static Caravan, and Webbed 
Hand Records, and has been presented nationally and internationally in festivals, conferences, galleries, clubs, coffee shops, swimming pools, 
rooftops, and dive bars. He is currently a doctoral fellow in the music department of Princeton University. 

Christopher Tignor was born In Morristown, New Jersey on the Ides of March, 1976. Playing violin since age 3 and rock and roll since 
adolescence have provided him with a natural confluence of the European Classical and American Popular musical traditions that inhabit his 
compositions and performance practice. Following several generations of engineers, Tignor readily became immersed in computer music 
techniques while studying under Richard Teitelbaum at Bard College for whom he has created numerous musical software applications used 
worldwide. This passion led Tignor to complete an MS in Computer Science at New York University while simultaneously building his electro- 
acoustic music ensemble, Slow Six, for which he acts as both performer (violin, computer) and composer. Their debut LP, Private Times in Public 
Places, was selected by Time Out New York as one of the Top 10 classical albums of 2004. 

While also studying poetry and fiction under John Ashbery at Bard College, Tignor developed an appreciation for interdisciplinary art- 
making, and has been collaborating since 2001 with video artist Lee Whittier and Anemone Dance Theater to create vivid largescale multi-media 
events whose recent incarnation appeared at the Joyce SoHo last November. He has created software networks/composition for Laptop ensemble, 
written poetry used as libretto, and magazine articles for Guitar Review on his own "Live Digital Processes for Guitar". He has collaborated with 
musicians ranging from Todd Reynolds to John Butcher to Richard Teitelbaum. Currently a PhD candidate in music composition at Princeton 
University, Tignor's music has been heard internationally and featured locally on radio programs including WNYC's New Sounds, PRI's Echoes 
program, WFMU's Irene Trudel Show, and NPR's nationally syndicated Weekend America. He has received grants from the American Music 
Center and Meet The Composer, was featured at ASCAP's 2005 Thru The Walls Showcase, and received honorable mention for the Society for New 
Music's 2005 Brian M. Israel Prize. 

Recent activities include a featured performance/demonstration at The Apple Store SoHo on his live performance use of his music 
software applications. His violin and piano duo, Meetlng in a Colored Shadow, was selected for performance at Western Illinois University's New 
Music Festival 2006. In February, Slow Six was invited to perform his 21 minute electro-acoustic work, Distant Light, at the SPARK Festival of 
Electronic Music and Art in Minneapolis, MN. More at www.slowsix.com. 



Dan Truenun plays and composes for a variety of violins, including the &string electric violin, the Norwegian Hardanger fiddle, and the Bowed- 
SensorSpeakerArray. His duo "Trollstilt" released its first CD of orginal tunes in 2000 and has performed internationally at both contemporary 
music festivals and folk music festivals. As a composer of concert music, Dan has completed commissions for the American Composers Forum 
(Hardanger fiddle and orchestra), the Society for New Music (electronic chamber ensemble), the Tarab Cello Ensemble (8 cellos), and the 
American Composers Orchestra, which preniered his piece Traps Relaxed, for strings, percussion and electric violin/laptop, at Carnegie Hall's 
Zankel Hall in January 2005. He recently ccmpleted an hourloag multimedia piece, Five (and-a-half) Gardens, after a year of workshop 
performances, and will perform it at the Institute for Advanced Study on May 13 with Trollstilt and So Percussion. In the Fall of 2005 Dan and 
Perry Cook founded the Princeton Laptop Grchestra (PLOrk) for which he has composed several works, including a piece featuring tabla virtuoso 
Zakir Hussah as soloist. Dan was recently awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship and teaches composition and electronic music at Princeton 
University. 

Qe Wang received his B.S. in computer science from Duke University in 2000 and is currently a PhD candidate studylng with Perry Cook at 
Princeton University, in the Department of Computer Science. Gets research interests include computer music languges, interactive multimedia 
systems for sound synthesis/analysis, composition and performance, analysis and visualization of sound, and methodologies for education in 
computer science, computer music, and new media. Ge and Perry, in collaboration with other researchers and developers, created the ChucK 
programming language and the Audicle red-time graphical programming environment. Together, ChucK/Audicle supports strongly-timed, 
concurrent, and on-the-fly programming of sound and music, and is one of the primary teaching/performance software tools in the Princeton 
Laptop Orchestra. ChucK is open-source and freely available (http://chuck.cs.princeton.edu/). 


